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According to the Seventh National Development Plan (7NDP), the agriculture sector is the fourth largest contributor to GDP (8.7 percent) and the largest contributor to employment
(70 percent). The sector is critical for achieving diversification, economic growth and wealth creation in Zambia. One major component of the agriculture sector is the e-Voucher
programme which was introduced in the 2016/17 farming season after a successful pilot season in 2015/2016 farming season.
The Government in June, 2018 announced that some farmers would be reverted to the conventional Farmer Input Support Programme (FISP) this farming season of 2018/19 to
enable Government resolve challenges associated with e-Voucher administration. About 55 districts are earmarked to be captured. Some of the challenges faced in the 2017/2018
farming season in the administration of e-Voucher especially in rural parts of the country included among others: poor network connectivity, delayed card activation, lack of
capacity by agro-dealers to stock enough inputs to meet demand and long distances covered by farmers to reach the nearest agro-dealer.
Smart Zambia Institute has indicated that three (3) modes of administering the Farmer Input Support Programme (FISP) will be used. These are:
E-VOUCHER CARD-LESS MODE

K400
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Step 1:
Farmer collects Authority to Deposit (ATD) codes
from DACO

Step 2:
Farmer deposits the K400.00 at the bank. Note that K100 of this amount is
for Weather Index Insurance.

Step 3:
Farmer is then issued with the Authority to Collect (ATC) codes by
DACO or the codes are sent directly to a mobile phone.

Step 4:
Farmer then collects the fertilizer worth K1,600 from Government sheds
nearby.

E-VOUCHER CARD MODE WITH A GOVERNMENT ENGAGED BANK
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Step 1:
Farmer makes a mandatory payment of K400.00 at a GRZ engaged bank, which immediately
reflects in the e-Card. Note that K100 of this amount is for Weather Index Insurance.
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K1,600.00

K300

Step 2:
Banks load the Government subsidy of K1,300.00 on e-Card.

Step 3:
The e-Card now has a total of K1,600.00.

INPUTS
PESTICIDES
FERTILIZERS ETC.

Step 1:
Farmer makes a mandatory payment of K400.00 at a proxy bank.
Note that K100 of this amount is for Weather Index Insurance.

Step 2:
Proxy bank sends money to an e-Voucher implementing bank. As soon as the transaction
is effected the Zambia Integrated Agriculture Management System (ZIAMIS) is updated.

Step 3:
The ZIAMIS system automatically sends ATC codes to Farmer on their
mobile phone. ATC codes can also be collected from DACO.
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D-COMPOUND
Step 4:
The beneficiary purchases inputs at any agro-dealer of choice.
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E-VOUCHER CARD WITH A PROXY BANK
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Step 4:
Farmer collects input of choice worth K1,600 using the ATC codes from
agro-dealer of choice.
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